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ABSTRACT

Io is the most volcanically active body in the Solar System. This volcanic activity results in the
ejection of material into Io's atmosphere, which may then escape from the atmosphere to form various
structures in the Jovian magnetosphere, including the plasma torus and clouds of neutral particles.
The physical processes involved in the escape of particles - for example, how the volcanoes of Io provide
material to the plasma torus - are not yet fully understood. In particular, it is not clear to what extent
the sodium jet, one of the sodium neutral clouds related to Io, is a proxy of processes that populate
the various reservoirs of plasma in Jupiter's magnetosphere. Here, we report on observations carried
out over 17 nights in 2014-2015, 30 nights in 2021, and 23 nights in 2022-2023 with the TRAPPIST
(TRAnsiting Planets and PlanetesImals Small Telescope) telescopes, in which particular attention
was paid to the sodium jet and the quanti�cation of their physical properties (length and brightness).
It was found that these properties can vary greatly from one jet to another and independently of the
position of Io in its orbit. No clear link was found between the presence of jets and global brightening of
the plasma torus and extended sodium nebula, indicating that jets do not contribute straightforwardly
to their population. This work also demonstrates the advantage of regular and long-term monitoring
in understanding the variability of the sodium jet and presents a large corpus of jet detections against
which work in related �elds may compare.

Key words. methods: data analysis � planets and satellites: gaseous planets � planets and satellites:
magnetic �elds � planets and satellites: individual: Io

1. Introduction1

Jupiter is the most massive planet in the Solar Sys-2

tem and exerts therefore a considerable in�uence on3

its satellite system and, in particular, on its four4

Galilean moons. Because of an orbital resonance5

between the three inner moons (Io, Europa, and6

Ganymede), Io's orbit remains elliptic; this orbital7

eccentricity, combined with the powerful gravita-8

tional �eld of Jupiter, results in strong tidal heat-9

ing of Io's interior that gives rise to Io's intense10

volcanism (de Kleer et al. 2019).11

⋆ These authors contributed equally to this work and
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This volcanism is an important source of mate- 12

rial for the tenuous and patchy atmosphere of Io. 13

This atmosphere is mostly made of SO2 and orig- 14

inates partly in direct outgassing from volcanoes 15

and partly in the sublimation of frost from the sur- 16

face of Io. Studies indicate that sublimation is the 17

main source of Io's atmosphere (Lellouch 2005), but 18

the e�ect of the volcanic activity of Io cannot be 19

neglected and the exact contribution of both phe- 20

nomena in atmosphere formation is not yet clearly 21

established. Volcanoes on Io take various forms, in- 22

cluding lava lakes, > 300 km high plumes (Geissler 23

& Goldstein 2007; Williams & Howell 2007), and, 24

possibly, stealth volcanoes (de Pater et al. 2020). 25

Some of this volcanism appears to vary cyclically 26

with Io's orbital motion (de Kleer et al. 2019). 27
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Due to Io's comparatively weak gravitational28

�eld and intense bombardment from magneto-29

spheric particles, atmospheric particles are prone30

to escape. While some of these escaping particles31

are ionised and will form the plasma torus along32

Io's orbit, the remaining particles will stay neutral33

and form neutral clouds (Bagenal & Dols 2020).34

Some ions in the plasma torus will interact with35

Io's atmosphere (as the plasma torus rotates faster36

than Io) and cause atmospheric sputtering, which37

will then also contribute to the neutral clouds via38

collisions, charge exchanges, dissociation, and re-39

combination (e.g. Summers et al. 1989; Schneider40

et al. 1991; Smyth 1992; Dols et al. 2008).41

There are several neutral clouds, including the42

`banana', the streams, and the jet (Wilson et al.43

2002), which are formed by di�erent populations44

of neutral particles. Though sodium is only a trace45

component (Thomas et al. 2004), an emission line46

caused by resonant scattering (Bergstralh et al.47

1975) in the visible band (589 nm; the sodium D-48

doublet) is by far the brightest emission of the49

elements present, and thus sodium is the easiest50

particle to detect in the neutral clouds. Sodium51

may then be used as proxy to estimate the be-52

haviour of the other component, though the extent53

to which this is the case is disputed (Schneider &54

Bagenal 2007). The fast-moving sodium contained55

within the streams leaving Io will form an extended56

sodium nebula (Mendillo et al. 1990), which ex-57

tends out to several hundreds of Jovian radii and58

forms a corona around Jupiter.59

Part of the atmospheric escape can be at-60

tributed to spectacular jets observable by their61

sodium emission. These jets originate in the ex-62

osphere of Io as ions are picked up and rapidly63

reneutralised before escaping the neighbourhood of64

Io. Upon neutralisation, these atoms retain their65

original plasma-corotation velocities, with an addi-66

tional component from their gyromotion, and are67

thus rapidly ejected in the plane perpendicular to68

the local magnetic �eld at Io, with speeds close to69

the magnetospheric corotation speed relative to Io70

of 57 km/s and in an anti-Jovian fan-like shape71

from the direction of movement of Io (Wilson et al.72

2002). The exact relation between these jets, the73

extended sodium cloud, and the mass loading of74

the plasma torus remains unclear.75

Unlike jets, the banana is a structure in the neu-76

tral sodium cloud that is composed of particles that77

remained neutral and escaped slowly from the at-78

mosphere of Io. Since the banana is not directly79

controlled by the magnetic �eld of Jupiter, it ex-80

tends in the orbital plane of Io in a curved arc that81

precedes Io in its orbit (Wilson et al. 2002).82

Due to its intense volcanism and particle es-83

cape from its atmosphere, Io is the main source84

of material for the magnetosphere of Jupiter and85

therefore plays a crucial role in magnetospheric pro-86

cesses. Studies of the atmosphere of Io and studies87

of the plasma torus may lead to apparent contra-88

dictions; the atmosphere of Io appears stable (Roth 89

et al. 2020), whereas the plasma torus shows vari- 90

ation that can be explained by variability in Io's 91

volcanic activity (Yoshioka et al. 2018). Since the 92

atmosphere represents an intermediate stage be- 93

tween generation on the surface and injection into 94

the plasma torus for iogenic material, it would be 95

expected that the atmosphere be a�ected in a sim- 96

ilar manner as the plasma torus by variable vol- 97

canic activity. Studying the neutral sodium clouds 98

and the structures therein may shed light on the 99

surface-atmosphere-magnetosphere coupling. 100

In this study, we report observations of the neu- 101

tral sodium clouds carried out by the TRAPPIST 102

(TRAnsiting Planets and PlanetesImals Small 103

Telescope) telescopes, with particular attention 104

paid to the neutral sodium jets. The purpose of 105

these observations is to characterise the variability 106

of the jets by measuring their size and brightness, 107

as well as understanding the variation in their ge- 108

ometry, in order to improve understanding of Jo- 109

vian magnetospheric dynamics, particularly of the 110

particle sources from the Io plasma torus. 111

2. Telescopes and methods 112

2.1. Data acquisition 113

The image data used in this work were collected 114

using the two TRAPPIST telescopes, one located 115

at the La Silla observatory in Chile (TRAPPIST- 116

South) and one at the Oukaimeden observatory in 117

Morocco (TRAPPIST-North), both 60-cm robotic 118

Ritchey-Cretien telescopes (Jehin et al. 2011). 119

TRAPPIST-South and TRAPPIST-North have 120

�elds of view of 22′×22′ and 20′×20′ and pixel 121

scales of 0.64 ”px−1 and 0.60 ”px−1, respectively. 122

They are both equipped with a narrow-band Na-I 123

�lter (central wavelength: 589 nm, FWHM: 3 nm) 124

made by Custom Scienti�c Inc. which allows for 125

the observation of the sodium D-doublet emission 126

in the vicinity of Io, and hence any structures in 127

the neutral sodium cloud. 128

Observations with TRAPPIST-South were 129

made over seventeen nights between 4 December 130

2014 and 1 April 2015. These observations were in- 131

tended as test observations, and thus there was no 132

speci�c restriction on the period of observation; as 133

a consequence, in some of these observations, Io 134

was not in an ideal con�guration to detect jet-like 135

structures in the neutral sodium cloud. These im- 136

ages have undergone preliminary analysis in pre- 137

vious work (de Spiegeleire 2019) upon which this 138

work has developed using new methods created for 139

later observations of Io. New observations began 140

in April 2021 with TRAPPIST-South and in June 141

2021 with TRAPPIST-North. For these observa- 142

tions, the periods of observation were chosen to en- 143

sure that Io was far from Jupiter in the observation 144

plane, and thus minimally a�ected by the light re- 145

�ected from the planet. These observations were 146

performed over 30 nights. Typically, a sequence of 147
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�ve image exposures followed by �ve bias and �ve148

dark exposures (to remove artefacts on the CCD149

chip from the heavy image saturation) were made150

with exposure times of 5, 15, and 60 seconds. Flat-151

�eld exposures with the sodium �lter were taken at152

the end of each night on which an observation of Io153

was made, in a series of seven dithered frames on154

the bright sky of the nautical twilight.155

An overview of the observations from 2014-2015156

is given in table A.1, and observations from the157

2021 and 2022-2023 viewing campaigns are listed158

in tables A.2 and A.3, respectively.159

2.2. Determination of the brightness160

To allow for a physical comparison of the brightness161

of the structures detected in these images, it is nec-162

essary to convert the image units from analogue-to-163

digital unit (ADUs) to Rayleigh units, which can be164

performed with the aid of standard stars. For exam-165

ple, for the 2014-2015 viewing campaign, the stan-166

dard star HD72526, with a magnitude of 7.92, was167

measured to have a mean �ux per second of 17678.6168

ADU s−1, while using the same instrumental set-169

ting as for our observations of Io. It is known that a170

magnitude-0 star has a spectral �ux of 2.75×10−9
171

erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1, and hence, using the FWHM172

of the sodium �lter (33 Å), a �ux of 9.08×10−8
173

erg s−1 cm−2. HD72526, a magnitude-8 star, has174

therefore a �ux of 5.73×10−11 erg s−1 cm−2. Hence,175

a single ADU is equivalent to 3.24×10−15 erg s−1
176

cm−2 above the atmosphere. To account for the177

scattering of target photons by the atmosphere of178

the Earth, it is necessary to modify the expres-179

sion to include the airmass, X, becoming 1 ADU =180

3.24× 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2 · 100.13X . By de�nition,181

one Rayleigh, R, is equivalent to 106

4π photons s−1
182

cm−2 Sr−1. For a photon wavelength of 5890 Å, this183

is equivalent to 6.31×10−18 erg s−1 cm−2 arcsec−1.184

Combining these two results leads to the expression185

186

1 ADU = 5.12 · 102+0.13X R, (1)

which allows for the conversion of raw images in187

ADU to Rayleigh.188

2.3. Image background removal189

The TRAPPIST telescopes were developed for the190

imaging of small Solar System bodies (such as as-191

teroids or comets) and for exoplanet detection via192

the transit method. The use of these telescopes193

to instead detect the neutral sodium cloud around194

the relatively bright objects present in the Jovian195

system therefore necessitates additional preprocess-196

ing. After image reduction using the dark, bias,197

and �at frames, there remains a background pat-198

tern centred on Jupiter due to the telescope optics,199

predominantly an internal re�ection of light from200

Jupiter that reveals the shadow of the telescope201

spider and secondary mirror (see Fig. 1). Once this202

(a) Raw image.

(b) Extrapolated image
background near Io.

(c) Image with background
near Io removed.

Fig. 1: Results of the background-removal process
on a raw image of Io and Jupiter from 4 Decem-
ber 2014. The apparent size of Io is augmented in
the images by the overdensity of sodium near the
moon. In all images, a square region absent of any
bodies has been highlighted to show the e�ect of
the background-removal process on the background
pattern. The minimum, maximum, and mean pixel
values of this square region have been annotated to
one side.
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background has been removed, further preprocess-203

ing is required to facilitate the automatic detection204

of radial structures in the neutral sodium cloud.205

To remove the azimuthal background pattern206

around Jupiter, a region of the image centred on Io207

was extracted. Since it was observed that the back-208

ground pattern was approximately azimuthally209

symmetric about the centre of Jupiter, the image210

was then projected to an angle-radius projection211

centred on Jupiter. Gaps in the projected image212

were linearly interpolated along the azimuthal di-213

mension. To remove it from the cropped image, it214

is noted that Io is spatially limited and azimuthally215

asymmetric about the centre of Jupiter, and hence216

a 10° median �lter was applied to the image row217

at each pixel radius. It is noted a posteriori that218

the widths of the radial structures identi�ed in this219

work were not comparable with the spatial extent220

of Io and the vertical saturation pattern, and so221

a median �ltering with a window width chosen to222

remove Io from the image was unlikely to a�ect223

the strength of the signal from the radial struc-224

tures. This �ltered image was then re-projected into225

the original image space, with the presence of Io226

signi�cantly diminished and the azimuthal back-227

ground pattern still present. The results of this228

background-removal process are illustrated in Fig.229

1b and 1c.230

To ensure that it operates as intended, the231

background-removal process was also applied to a232

region of an image taken on 4 December 2014 with-233

out any bright features, as shown in Fig. 1. The az-234

imuthal pattern present before the removal of the235

background was greatly diminished and the mean236

pixel value reduced to approximately zero ADU,237

which supports the use of this method to remove238

the azimuthally symmetric background pattern.239

2.4. Artefact removal and preprocessing240

Once the image background close to Io was re-241

moved, it was possible to compare the shape of242

the other moons present in the image with that243

of Io, to diminish other image artefacts originating244

from the telescope. This was performed by crop-245

ping the other moons from the image using the246

same pixel bound as before, normalising and in-247

verting the cropped image, and then multiplying248

the cropped image of Io by the inverted images of249

the other moons. Pixels that are bright in the im-250

age of Io but dim in the images of the other moons251

(i.e. sodium cloud structures) are left unchanged,252

whereas pixels that are bright in both the image253

of Io and the images of the other moons (e.g. the254

di�raction pattern and image artefacts) are dimin-255

ished. The results of this processing step (as well256

as the steps detailed below) are given in Fig. 2.257

The images taken on a particular night under-258

went the processing described above and were then259

stacked to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of any260

structures present. To aid the automated detection261

(a) Raw image.

(b) Comparison with
the other moons.

(c) Removal of the
background.

(d) Removal of the ver-
tical saturation pat-
tern.

(e) Reduction of 60° ro-
tational symmetry.

Fig. 2: Preprocessing steps applied to an image
taken on 4 December 2014, cropped around Io. The
position of the six-pronged di�raction pattern is
denoted by six green lines to aid the eye. It can
be seen that the jet becomes more prominent with
each step. Panel a: Raw image. Panel b: Compari-
son with the other moons. Panel c: Removal of the
background. Panel d: Removal of the vertical satu-
ration pattern. Panel e: Reduction of 60° rotational
symmetry.

algorithm in �nding true radial structures in the 262

image data, it becomes necessary to remove or re- 263

duce the prominence of both the vertical satura- 264

tion pattern (most visible in Fig. 1a as a protru- 265

sion from the top and bottom of Io) and the six- 266

pronged telescope di�raction pattern (the �spider- 267

web�). Additionally, comparing the shape of the im- 268

age of Io with the other Galilean moons will remove 269

image artefacts that could be erroneously identi�ed 270

as jets. Indeed, no other features that could be in- 271

terpreted as jets were seen near the other Galilean 272

moons over the course of this work. 273
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To remove the vertical saturation pattern from274

the image of Io, a suitable pixel bound was identi-275

�ed by taking half of the apparent pixel distance (or276

a quarter in the case of the far-brighter Jupiter) be-277

tween Io and the other bodies present in the image,278

to avoid contamination. Io was then centred in the279

image and cropped out using this bound. To remove280

the vertical saturation pattern without diminish-281

ing the presence of radial structures in the neutral282

sodium cloud, it is necessary to remove features283

with 180° rotational symmetry and vertical re�ec-284

tional symmetry. By summing the three images285

(original, 180°-rotated, and vertically �ipped) and286

taking the median, the saturation pattern can be287

isolated. Subtracting this saturation pattern from288

the image of Io then leaves true neutral sodium289

structures untouched whilst removing a source of290

false detection from the algorithm.291

It is possible to leverage its six-fold rotational292

symmetry to remove the spiderweb di�raction pat-293

tern from the images, which may otherwise prove a294

source of false detections. By rotating the cropped295

image of Io about its centre in 60° intervals and296

subtracting this from the original unrotated im-297

age, the e�ect of the spiderweb pattern is dramat-298

ically reduced. Whilst the pattern is nevertheless299

still present in images after this correction (due to300

an asymmetric di�raction pattern or the error in301

centring Io in the cropped image), it appears dis-302

rupted and hence far less 'jet-like' for the detection303

algorithm.304

2.5. Automatic detection of radial structures305

Using the preprocessing steps described in the pre-306

vious sections, an image of Io is obtained in which307

the saturation pattern and the di�raction pattern308

are diminished and radial structures highlighted.309

The most visible jets from the �rst two observa-310

tion periods (2014-2015 and 2021) allowed for the311

veri�cation of the radial and azimuthal pro�les. As312

expected from preliminary analysis (de Spiegeleire313

2019) and as shown in Fig. 3, the radial pro�le of314

the jet-like features can be �tted by a decreasing ex-315

ponential function and the azimuthal pro�le by a316

Gaussian function. Therefore, automatic detection317

can be carried out by �tting an exponential func-318

tion to the radial pro�le and a Gaussian function319

to the azimuthal pro�le at various intervals around320

Io.321

Taking the central angle in 1° intervals for the322

full 360° around Io, a 10° region, centred on the323

central angle, was evaluated for the presence of a324

radial structure. This region was summed along325

the azimuthal axis, then normalised. A decreas-326

ing exponential function of the form y = Sye
−x/Sx ,327

where x is the radial distance from Io in arcsec-328

onds, y is the pixel brightness in kR, and Sx and329

Sy are constants to be found, was then �tted to330

the radial pro�le, and the R2 goodness of �t evalu-331

ated for the �tting. Gaussian pro�les of the form332

Fig. 3: Example of �tted radial (top) and azimuthal
(bottom) pro�les for the jet-like structure observed
on 4 December 2014. The �tted pro�le is given
in red against the processed pixel brightnesses in
black.

y = a exp (− x2

2σ2 ), where a and σ are again con- 333

stants to be found, were �tted at ten evenly spaced 334

radial points between a lower radial limit (15 pixels 335

from the centre of Io; chosen to avoid contamina- 336

tion of the jet from sunlight re�ected by Io) and 337

the upper pixel bound identi�ed previously, and the 338

R2 goodness of �t was again evaluated for each of 339

these Gaussian pro�les. This method is preferred 340

over a summation of the image over the radial di- 341

mension as it ensures that the azimuthal pro�le of 342

the structure is indeed Gaussian at a range of dis- 343

tances from Io. The median of the R2 values is used 344

as a measure of the goodness of �t of an azimuthal 345

Gaussian pro�le to the structure. The product of 346

the azimuthal and radial goodness-of-�t measures 347

is taken as the indicator of the likelihood that a jet- 348

like structure will be present at this central angle 349

(the �jet value�), which ranges from 0 (the pro�le 350

at this central angle poorly described by a jet) to 1 351

(the pro�le at this central angle well described by 352

a jet). 353
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It is worth noting that this method merely pro-354

vides the angles around Io that best show a jet-like355

pro�le; it remains for the user to decide whether356

the angles returned show su�ciently jet-like ap-357

pearances to be reasonably interpreted as jet-like358

structures in the neutral sodium cloud. To this end,359

the algorithm returns the cropped image of Io with360

suitable lower and upper brightness bounds so as361

to maximise the variation in brightness within the362

segment of image around the detected jet-like an-363

gle(s). If no structure is visible even with these ideal364

brightness bounds, it is reasonable to conclude that365

no structure is present for this date. If a struc-366

ture appears to be present at the detected angle,367

the processed image of Io is compared with pro-368

cessed images of the other moons; if the same jet-369

like structure is observed around another moon, it370

is assumed to be a telescope artefact or related to371

the di�raction pattern, and the structure candidate372

discarded. While Europa also has a neutral sodium373

cloud (Burger & Johnson 2004), the presence of jet-374

like features is yet to be reported in the literature375

and, even if present, a jet-like feature in the neutral376

sodium cloud of Europa would be unlikely to have377

the same observed instantaneous orientation as the378

feature in the cloud of Io.379

Fig. 4: Histograms of the jet value of all jet-like-
structure candidates, with a bin width of 0.05. A
dashed line has been annotated to indicate the jet-
value cuto� for ambiguous cases.

In order to establish an objective threshold be-380

tween true and false positive results from the auto-381

detection process, the distribution of the jet value382

over all auto-detected structures was investigated;383

see Fig. 4. The jet values of the structures show384

a broadly bimodal distribution surrounding a jet385

value of 0.45. This limiting jet value was therefore386

taken as a stable cuto� to distinguish between true387

and false positives. However, this cuto� would lead388

to the discarding of several cases in which a clear ra-389

dial structure is observed (due to noise or imperfect390

detection of the position of Io in the image); the re-391

sults of this cuto� operation were therefore checked392

by a human operator and these misattributed cases393

were nevertheless classed as positive detections of 394

a radial structure in the neutral sodium cloud. 395

2.6. Magnetic-�eld model 396

This work uses the JRM33 internal-magnetic-�eld 397

model of Jupiter (Connerney et al. 2022) in con- 398

junction with the Con2020 model of the external 399

magnetic �eld due to the equatorial current sheet 400

(Connerney et al. 2020) to model the magnetic 401

�eld close to Io. These models are accessed via the 402

JupiterMag Python wrapper made available as part 403

of the Magnetospheres of the Outer Planets Com- 404

munity Code project (James et al. 2022). 405

3. Results 406

It is �rst necessary to identify the observational 407

characteristics of the di�erent structures in the Io 408

neutral sodium cloud, primarily those of jets and of 409

the banana, to allow for the interpretation of the 410

images presented in this work. 411

� Jets are presumed to line approximately in the 412

plane perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld 413

at Io and to extend exclusively in the anti- 414

Jovian direction (Wilson et al. 2002). Therefore, 415

structures displaying a jet-like morphology that 416

extend in an anti-Jovian direction when pro- 417

jected to the plane perpendicular to the local 418

magnetic �eld at Io can be reliably interpreted 419

as jets. 420

� The neutral sodium banana may appear obser- 421

vationally similar to jets in the sodium cloud. 422

However, the banana is aligned with the orbital 423

plane of Io, rather than the plane perpendicular 424

to the local magnetic �eld, and is directed along, 425

or slightly internal to, the orbit of Io (Wilson 426

et al. 2002). Therefore, structures with a jet- 427

like morphology that appear to extend inside 428

the orbit of Io when projected to the plane per- 429

pendicular to the local magnetic �eld, and that 430

are well aligned with the apparent direction of 431

movement of Io, can be interpreted as observa- 432

tions of the banana rather than of a jet. 433

Images of Io processed according to Sects. 2.3 434

and 2.4 for all observing runs discussed in this work 435

are given in Fig. B.1 in the supplementary material. 436

The imaging campaign of 2014-2015, despite be- 437

ing intended as a test of the ability of the TRAP- 438

PIST telescopes to observe the neutral sodium 439

cloud, produced several clear images of jet-like 440

structures. Of the 17 nights on which observations 441

of Io took place, a jet-like structure was present 442

for ten of them. The structures detected vary in 443

length and brightness, often changing their appear- 444

ance greatly between consecutive nights. 445

In particular, the structure detected on 4 De- 446

cember 2014 (see Fig. 5a) is notable for both its 447

length and brightness compared to all other struc- 448

tures found in this work. 449
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5: Sample of results of the automatic jet detection, overlaid on images of Io processed as per Sects.
2.3 and 2.4. Images are orientated with north upwards and west to the right, and Jupiter is located in
the centre. The direction towards the centre of Jupiter in the image is indicated by a short cyan line.
The short magenta line centred on Io indicates the apparent direction of movement of Io in the image.
The dashed blue ellipse represents the plane perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld at Io according
to an observer on Earth, and the blue line between the centre of Io and the edge of this ellipse is the
projection of the movement vector of Io in this plane. Green lines represent detected jet-like structures.
Panel a: 4 December 2014. Panel b: 28 January 2015. Panel c: 12 February 2015. Panel d: 3 July 2022.

This structure, if presumed to be in the plane450

perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld, extended451

in the anti-Jovian direction (+78° from the pro-452

jected direction of movement of Io) and is thus453

readily interpreted as a jet.454

Though the banana cloud is typically the most455

prominent of the structures in the neutral sodium456

cloud (Grava et al. 2021), this jet is far clearer457

than any other structure in this image. This jet458

is also remarkable for its apparent thinness, which459

may imply that sodium particles are ejected with 460

single-value launch speeds or angles. This is in dis- 461

agreement with the "fan-like" structure presented 462

in, for example, Wilson et al. (2002), which would 463

result in a thicker jet, especially further from Io. A 464

similarly clear (though visibly diminished) jet was 465

also detected on 6 December 2014, which may be 466

a continuation of the jet of 4 December 2014. The 467

observation of 8 December 2014 is hampered by the 468

proximity of Io to Jupiter, and the observation of 469
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12 December 2014 by the proximity of Io to Eu-470

ropa, which prevented the detection of the jet on471

those nights, if it was still present.472

The jet detected on 4 December 2014 appears473

very similar to the observation of the �stream�474

neutral cloud from 12 January 1990 discussed by475

Schneider et al. (1991). Both structures show con-476

siderable lengths, are limited in width, and are di-477

rected away from Jupiter in the plane perpendicu-478

lar to the magnetic �eld. However, the observation479

of the stream by Schneider et al. (1991) showed a480

�hook� at its most distant point that is not present481

in the jet of 4 December 2014, despite the compa-482

rable lengths of the two structures.483

Nevertheless, the similarity between these two484

structures highlights the di�culty in visually dis-485

tinguishing between the jet and a stream originat-486

ing in the plasma torus close to Io, as the two are487

produced via very similar mechanisms and di�er488

only in the duration between pickup and reneutral-489

isation of the sodium (Wilson et al. 2002). In the490

viewing con�guration of 1990-01-12, an anti-Jovian491

jet that is emitted within the plane perpendicular492

to the local magnetic �eld would be masked by the493

stream, and hence it is not possible to say whether494

the stream and the jet are genuinely the same struc-495

ture in this case, or whether the jet (if present) is496

simply not visible.497

In 2021, while jet-like structures are again ob-498

served in the images from the TRAPPIST tele-499

scopes, they are noticeably less distinct than those500

structures observed in 2014. This variation cannot501

be uniquely due to either the phase angle or the502

System III longitude of Io, since both parameters503

are well sampled in both the 2014-2015 and the504

2021 campaigns, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Indeed,505

a case-by-case examination returns cases with very506

similar phase angles (e.g. 21 December 2014 and 8507

July 2021; see Fig. B.2) or very similar System III508

longitudes (e.g. 6 December 2014 and 31 May 2021;509

see Fig. B.3) in which a jet-like structure is visible510

in one set of images and not in the other. The 2021511

campaign also demonstrated that the variation of512

the jet may be present over a timescale as short as a513

day. As shown in table A.2, no jet was detected on514

the night of 23 June 2021, whereas a jet appeared515

during the observation on the following night, 24516

June 2021 (see Fig. B.4).517

In the 2022-2023 imaging campaign, the jet-518

like structures, of which several were observed, are519

again less distinct than in the 2014-2015 campaign.520

Compared to the very clear jet observed on 2014-521

12-04, cases without jet-like structures were en-522

countered in the 2022-2023 campaign despite simi-523

lar phase angles (e.g. 23 December 2022) or System524

III longitudes (e.g. 14 January 2023). Indeed, both525

of these parameters were very similar on 22 Decem-526

ber 2022 (ϕE = 67°, θS3 = 11°) and on 11 January527

2015 (ϕE = 68°, θS3 = 5°); however, as shown in528

Fig. B.5, while a clear jet-like structure was ob-529

served on this latter date, the same orbital con�g-530

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6: Io phase angle relative to the Sun for the
observations detailed in this work. The position of
Io is given as a small circle where the correspond-
ing number refers to the case index given in tables
A.1, A.2, and A.3. Red circles indicate that no jet-
like structure was observed on this date, whereas a
blue circle indicates that at least one jet-like struc-
ture was observed. The cases in purple are those
for which Io is behind Jupiter or close to another
moon, so non-detection during these observations
may be due to the con�guration of the system as
well as the absence or faintness of the jet itself. Key
phase angles, given in degrees, have been annotated
around the diagram, as well as the position of the
Sun in the diagram. Panel a: 2014-2015. Panel b:
2021. Panel c: 2022-2023.

uration did not produce any jet-like structures for 531

the observation in 2022. These results imply that 532

neither phase angle nor System III longitude, nor 533

a combination of the two, are uniquely responsible 534

for the presence or absence of a jet, and that this 535

presence or absence must instead be largely con- 536

trolled by some other parameter. 537
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7: Position of Io in System III longitude for the
observations detailed in this work. The annotations
of the positions of Io are as in Fig. 6. The location
of Io in the plasma torus is annotated, where `N',
`S', and `C' indicate that Io is located northward,
southward, or in the centre of the plasma torus.
Key System III longitudes, given in degrees, have
been annotated around the diagram. Panel a: 2014-
2015. Panel b: 2021. Panel c: 2022-2023.

In several cases, a jet-like structure was ob-538

served that extended towards Jupiter, such as 28539

January 2015 (see Fig. 5b). In this case, the struc-540

ture cannot be readily interpreted as a jet. How-541

ever, due to the excellent alignment of this struc-542

ture with both the apparent Io-Jupiter direction543

and the apparent direction of movement of Io, it544

may instead be interpreted as a detection of the545

banana neutral sodium cloud.546

On several nights, such as 12 February 2015 (see547

Fig. 5c), multiple jet-like structures were observed.548

In this case, one structure is well aligned with549

the apparent direction of movement of Io and anti-550

aligned with the location of Jupiter on the image,551

Fig. 8: Jet value of detected structures against the
angular deviation from the direction of movement
of Io projected into the plane perpendicular to the
local magnetic �eld at Io. Angles greater than 0°
indicate an anti-Jovian direction, whereas angles
smaller than 0° indicate a Jovian direction (in-
side the orbit of Io). Cases marked with a �b� are
those for which the structure is well aligned with
the expected direction of the banana. Dashed lines
indicating the expected orientation of an exactly
anti-Jovian (+90°) and Jovian (-90°) structure have
been included to guide the eye. Annotation has
been applied below those cases displayed in Fig.
5.

which is the expected behaviour of the banana neu- 552

tral sodium cloud in this con�guration. The other 553

structure, when projected to the plane perpendic- 554

ular to the local magnetic �eld at Io, is directed 555

towards Jupiter (-123° from the projected direc- 556

tion of movement of Io, though the small tilt of 557

this plane makes exact determination of this angle 558

di�cult) but is anti-aligned with the apparent di- 559

rection of movement of Io. Thus, it is not readily 560

identi�able as either a jet or the banana. However, 561

the banana does show a slight curvature inwards 562

of the orbit of Io in the Jovian direction (Wilson 563

et al. 2002), which, combined with the short ob- 564

served length of the structure and the fact that Io 565

was observed to be moving largely perpendicular to 566

the viewing plane (phase angle 55°), implies that 567

this case may be another detection of the banana 568

neutral sodium cloud. 569

Jet-like structures that extended towards 570

Jupiter but not in the apparent direction of move- 571

ment of Io were also detected in several cases during 572

this campaign; see Fig. 5d for an example. 573

It cannot be stated with certainty whether this 574

structure represents a jet or the banana, or indeed 575

another structure in the neutral sodium cloud. It 576

is possible that this is another detection of the 577

inward-curving geometry of the banana, or simply 578

a result of the image artefacts that can be seen to 579

the left and right of Io. 580
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In this study, besides the cases explored above,581

a variety of structures were detected in the Io neu-582

tral sodium cloud with a variety of angular devia-583

tions from the movement vector of Io projected into584

the plane perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld,585

as shown in Fig. 8. The majority of these struc-586

tures extended in the anti-Jovian direction, includ-587

ing many structures with high jet values (well de-588

scribed by jet-like pro�les), and can therefore be589

readily interpreted as jets in the neutral sodium590

cloud. These structures are grouped around a pro-591

jection angle of +90° from the projected movement592

direction of Io in the plane perpendicular to the lo-593

cal magnetic �eld (i.e. almost exactly anti-Jovian).594

This may be a selection e�ect rather than a physi-595

cal preference; the vast majority of the observations596

discussed in this work were made when Io was mov-597

ing towards or away from the observer, and so any598

structure aligned with the direction of movement of599

Io would be hidden by the emission from Io itself.600

Several structures that extended in the Jovian di-601

rection also demonstrated the expected behaviour602

of the banana neutral sodium cloud. Of the remain-603

ing structures extending in the Jovian direction de-604

tected in this work, many can be explained by one605

or more of the following restrictions:606

� The non-uniform morphology of the banana and607

the degree of movement of Io perpendicular to608

the viewing plane may have led to a detection609

of the banana that was anti-aligned to the ap-610

parent direction of movement of Io;611

� Io was observed close to Jupiter and the ob-612

served structure is well aligned with the appar-613

ent position of Jupiter in the image. Here, it is614

possible that the background-removal process615

and proximity to Jupiter is causing a jet-like616

artefact to appear in the images;617

� The detected structure may be an artefact of618

the observation process, such as a limb of the619

saturation pattern not fully removed by prepro-620

cessing; here, the detected structure may be well621

aligned with the saturation pattern (though still622

not present in the processed images of the other623

moons, otherwise it would have been discarded624

after the auto-detection) or be signi�cantly dim-625

mer compared to other, clearer structures.626

While this does not preclude the possibility that627

these cases are legitimate detections of a structure628

in the neutral sodium cloud that is neither a jet629

nor the banana, further observation is required to630

provide a detection that cannot be explained by631

the above restrictions. Nevertheless, there remain632

cases, such as that shown in Fig. 5c, where a clear633

structure is observed to be directed towards Jupiter634

and away from the apparent direction of move-635

ment of Io. We propose that these cases may be636

detections of the sputtering of sodium from sodium-637

bearing molecules in dust grains within the orbit of638

Io (Grava et al. 2021).639

The apparent length of the jets identi�ed in640

this work can be estimated by using the �tted ra-641

dial exponential pro�les. To ensure consistency be- 642

tween cases, the distance from Io at which the �t- 643

ted pro�le descends below 10% of the average jet 644

pixel value at the inner detection radius of 15 px 645

was taken as a representative measure of structure 646

length. 647

Since it has been assumed that a jet will lie in 648

the plane perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld 649

at Io, it is possible to infer an intrinsic length from 650

the apparent length and viewing geometry; derived 651

intrinsic lengths for the jets identi�ed in this work 652

are given in table 1. Using this consistent measure, 653

it can be seen that jets are observed with a large 654

range of intrinsic lengths, which can extend up to 655

several hundred Io radii in the case of the clear jet 656

of 4 December 2014. 657

Similarly, by removing the background from 658

the reduced images and converting to Rayleigh as 659

per Sect. 2.2, it is possible to compare the abso- 660

lute brightness of the detected jets in a consistent 661

manner. To allow for comparison between di�er- 662

ent cases, the average brightness in a 10° arc about 663

the central axis of the jet at an apparent distance 664

of 70 000 km from the centre of Io was taken as 665

a representative measure of jet brightness. This is 666

distant enough from Io to be una�ected by re�ected 667

sunlight while remaining close enough that the jets 668

present in this work are still detectable. The jet 669

brightnesses obtained using this method are given 670

in table 1. The range of brightnesses observed falls 671

within the expected 1 - 10 kR range for structures 672

in the neutral sodium cloud of Io (Smyth 1992). 673

The clear jet of 4 December 2014 is almost twice as 674

bright as any other detected structure. 675

The jets identi�ed in this work do not show the 676

expected �fan-like� or �hook� shape (Wilson et al. 677

2002) but instead present themselves as thin, col- 678

limated structures, especially in the case of the jet 679

of 4 December 2014 (Fig. 5a). While the length 680

of the jet is related to the movement of reneu- 681

tralised particles along their former magnetic gy- 682

rorotation axes, the jet width originates from the 683

former movement of these particles parallel to the 684

magnetic �eld at Io. Thus, a collimated jet implies 685

the lack of a considerable component of the veloc- 686

ity of pickup ions parallel to the magnetic �eld. 687

This may have two explanations. Firstly, the neu- 688

tral atoms that become ionised via pickup ionisa- 689

tion are very quickly reneutralised and ejected in a 690

jet. This would not give the pickup ions su�cient 691

time to attain thermal equilibrium parallel to the 692

magnetic �eld, since they are generated from Io's 693

relatively cold atmosphere (Lellouch et al. 2007), 694

and hence does not start with a large parallel ve- 695

locity component. Otherwise, it is possible that the 696

pickup-ion plasma itself remains cold parallel to the 697

magnetic �eld. In this case, the parallel tempera- 698

ture of the pickup ions can be estimated from the 699

ratio of jet width to jet length, which gives a maxi- 700

mum launch angle from the central axis for particles 701

in the jet. For the jet of 4 December 2014, if par- 702
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Table 1: Derived parameters of the jets identi�ed in this work.

Date Brightness at 70 000 km (kR) Length (km) Length (RIo) Length (RJ)
2014-12-04 8.42 184 000 101 2.6
2014-12-06 1.87 63 000 35 0.9
2014-12-21 0.76 66 000 36 0.9
2015-01-11 2.03 62 000 34 0.9
2015-02-12 3.10 67 000 37 0.9
2015-03-30 1.87 64 000 35 0.9
2015-03-31 1.14 82 000 45 1.1
2021-05-13 1.55 79 000 43 1.1
2021-06-06 1.07 101 000 55 1.4
2021-06-23 5.54 81 000 44 1.1
2021-07-15 2.72 54 000 30 0.8
2021-07-22 0.84 63 000 35 0.9
2022-05-26 1.08 83 000 46 1.2
2022-09-03 2.97 48 000 26 0.7
2022-09-05 2.42 65 000 36 0.9
2022-11-23 3.20 58 000 32 0.8
`Length' refers to the extrapolated intrinsic length of the jet, assuming that it lies in the plane
perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld at Io (1 RIo = 1 Io radius; 1 RJ = 1 Jupiter radius).

ticles are assumed to have a velocity along the jet703

axis of 100 km s−1 (Bagenal & Dols 2020), the ra-704

tio between the length (126") and the width (20"),705

calculated from the distance from or along the cen-706

tral axis at which the pixel value descends below707

10% of the peak pixel value, can be taken to arrive708

at a parallel temperature of sodium pickup ions of709

7 eV. This would imply that the pickup-ion plasma710

remains relatively cold and consistent with the ex-711

pected temperatures of neutralised pickup ions es-712

caping from Io (Bagenal & Dols 2020). A more in-713

depth analysis using modelling tools would further714

constrain this result.715

As shown in Fig. 9, the brightness of both the716

extended sodium nebula (Yoneda et al. 2015) and717

the plasma torus (Yoshikawa et al. 2017) increased718

towards the end of January 2015. In the period pre-719

ceding this increase in brightness, multiple jets were720

observed with the TRAPPIST telescopes. Since the721

brightness of both the extended sodium nebula and722

the plasma torus is not observed to increase with723

the presence or absence of these jets, we conclude724

that a single instance of a jet does not considerably725

alter the brightness of these structures. This con-726

clusion is reinforced by the lack of response even727

to the bright jet of 4 December 2014 (the �rst blue728

line in Fig. 9).729

It is possible that the jets observed in the 2014-730

2015 campaign are simply one long-lasting struc-731

ture, albeit of varying length and brightness. While732

there were nights during this campaign on which733

no jet was observed, this may have been due to a734

variable intrinsic brightness or unfavourable view-735

ing geometry that rendered the jet undetectable by736

the TRAPPIST telescopes. However, were this the737

case, it remains to be explained why the increase738

in the brightness of the sodium nebula and plasma739

torus begins much later than the �rst observed jet,740

which itself may have arisen before the start of the 741

2014-2015 viewing campaign. The speed of the neu- 742

tral sodium ejected by a jet is such that a distance 743

of 100 RJ could be achieved in 24 hours (Yoneda 744

et al. 2015), and hence any response from the 745

plasma torus or sodium nebula should be rapidly 746

observable. If there is indeed a link between neu- 747

tral sodium jets and the brightness of the plasma 748

torus or sodium nebula, this result implies a more 749

complex process than a simple input of matter. 750

4. Conclusion 751

The regular, long-term monitoring of the neutral 752

sodium cloud of Io performed for the �rst time with 753

the TRAPPIST telescopes led to a total of 25 detec- 754

tions of jet-like structures, with a particularly spec- 755

tacular case on 4 December 2014, and the physical 756

properties of these jet-like structures were estab- 757

lished. Even if the number of detections does not 758

allow for the determination of the precise time vari- 759

ation of those properties, by comparing observa- 760

tions made on di�erent nights, it can be determined 761

that the presence, length, and brightness of jet-like 762

structures do not, or do not only, depend on the 763

orbital angle or the System III longitude of Io. Ad- 764

ditionally, a jet can be clearly present one night and 765

entirely absent the next, or the length and bright- 766

ness of a jet observed over two or more consecutive 767

nights can vary considerably within these observa- 768

tions. Future work should be considered to deter- 769

mine which physical processes most closely control 770

the appearance of jets. 771

The geometry of a large proportion of the de- 772

tected jet-like structures aligned well with the ex- 773

pected geometry of sodium jets. Additionally, �ve 774

cases were observed in which a jet-like structure 775

could be clearly associated with the banana neu- 776
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Fig. 9: Comparison between the detections of
jets during TRAPPIST observations with previ-
ous studies of the brightness of components of the
Jovian magnetosphere for the period surrounding
the 2014-2015 viewing campaign. Data has been
extracted from �gures in the reference works. Jets
identi�ed in this work have been annotated by solid
green lines, and observations made of Io with no de-
tected jets have been annotated by a broken grey
line. Orange lines denote the exceptional jets of 4
December 2014 and 6 December 2014.
Top: the brightness of the extended sodium neb-
ula in the sodium-doublet waveband, as taken from
Fig. 1 of Yoneda et al. (2015). The legend refers to
the distance from Jupiter at which the measure-
ments were obtained (1 RJ = 1 Jupiter radius).
Bottom: the brightness of the Io plasma torus in
several sulphur-ion wavebands, as taken from Fig.
3 of Yoshikawa et al. (2017). The legend refers to
the ionisation levels of the sulphur ions.

tral sodium cloud. Many cases that did not fall777

into these two categories could be explained by the778

alignment inwards of the orbit of Io of the principal779

axis of the banana. Of the remaining cases, which780

are observed to extend in a Jovian direction but781

which cannot be explained by the banana, there782

is no unequivocal detection of a jet-like structure.783

While this does not preclude the presence of an un-784

explained jet-like structure in these cases, a clearer785

detection would be necessary to make �rm conclu-786

sions.787

A comparison between our data and the data788

from Yoshikawa et al. (2017) and Yoneda et al.789

(2015) shows that the relation between the pres-790

ence of a jet and the brightness of larger structures,791

such as the extended sodium nebula or the plasma792

torus, is not straightforward. Even a bright jet, such793

as that of 4 December 2014, did not led to an im- 794

mediate increase in brightness in the plasma torus 795

and extended nebula, and the increase in bright- 796

ness observed in these larger structures towards the 797

end of January 2015 was not preceded by an es- 798

pecially large jet. This may imply that jets do not 799

contribute directly to the population of these struc- 800

tures. 801

This work presents a database of jet detections 802

spanning three periods between 2014 and 2023, 803

with many observations made within each period. 804

It is hoped that future work in neighbouring �elds 805

will make use of this database to probe the rela- 806

tionship between sodium jets and potentially re- 807

lated datasets, such as those pertaining to volcan- 808

ism on Io, the other neutral sodium clouds, or the 809

aurorae of Jupiter, in the same way as this work 810

has compared this database to the brightness of 811

the plasma torus and extended sodium nebula. The 812

planned continued regular monitoring of the Io neu- 813

tral sodium cloud with the TRAPPIST telescopes 814

will serve to enhance the value of this database. 815

This work also highlighted the need for mod- 816

elling tools to explain the lack of a fan-like structure 817

in the jets identi�ed in this work, as well as to more 818

rigorously derive characteristics of the Io pickup- 819

ion plasma from the observed jet geometries. 820
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Appendix A: Supplementary tables887

Table A.1: Table of all observations made in 2014-2015.

Date Detected Telescope Observation time ϕS (°) ϕE (°) θS3 (°)
1 2014-12-04 Yes TS 08:17:20 - 08:23:53 -93 -102 143
2 2014-12-06 Yes TS 06:25:29 - 08:34:44 -53 -62 271
3 2014-12-08 No TS 06:05:19 - 06:35:13 -16 -25 49
4 2014-12-12 No TS 07:41:27 - 08:25:15 92 83 212
5 2014-12-19 No TS 06:51:07 - 07:05:15 66 58 253
6 2014-12-21 Yes TS 08:11:39 - 08:30:36 125 117 321
7 2015-01-11 Yes TS 07:40:34 - 08:00:03 72 68 5
8 2015-01-13 No TS 05:57:56 - 07:25:27 109 106 142
9 2015-01-20 No TS 07:43:08 - 08:00:41 103 100 121
10 2015-01-23 No TS 07:46:51 - 08:09:28 -6 -8 278
11 2015-01-28 Yes TS 07:22:02 - 07:45:40 -72 -72 194
12 2015-02-01 No TS 05:55:08 - 06:30:16 10 10 83
13 2015-02-12 Yes TS 02:00:10 - 02:19:50 53 55 57
14 2015-03-29 Yes TS 03:49:33 - 04:10:26 -137 -128 232
15 2015-03-30 Yes TS 03:36:23 - 04:10:04 65 74 287
16 2015-03-31 Yes TS 03:55:21 - 04:10:16 -90 -80 336
17 2015-04-01 Yes TS 00:02:22 - 00:30:21 81 91 132
The `Detected' column indicates whether the presence of a jet-like structure was identi�ed on this
date. `TS' refers to the telescope used for the observation, TRAPPIST-South (IAU code I40). The
`Observation time' column gives the observation period in UTC. ϕS is the average orbital angle of
Io in images taken on this date, with 0° placing Io behind Jupiter with respect to the Sun, with
positive orbital angles moving Io in an anti-clockwise direction. ϕE is the average Earth-Jupiter-Io
angle. θS3 is the average magnetic longitude of Io in System III.
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Table A.2: Table of all observations made in 2021.

Date Detected Telescope Observation time ϕS (°) ϕE (°) θS3 (°)
1 2021-04-28 No TS 09:31:03 - 09:42:34 87 76 20
2 2021-04-29 No TS 10:01:57 - 10:09:48 -66 -77 59
3 2021-05-14 Yes TS 10:10:55 - 10:20:09 107 96 128
4 2021-05-15 No TS 10:08:02 - 10:17:16 -50 -62 182
5 2021-05-22 No TS 10:16:22 - 10:26:04 -65 -77 188
6 2021-05-29 No TS 10:17:49 - 10:32:40 -81 -92 198
7 2021-05-30 No TS 10:16:56 - 10:30:28 123 112 252
8 2021-05-31 No TS 10:16:50 - 10:30:11 -35 -46 303
9 2021-06-05 No TS 10:17:47 - 10:28:14 -97 -108 208
10 2021-06-06 Yes TS 10:14:17 - 10:30:01 107 96 261
11 2021-06-07 Yes TS 10:06:06 - 10:15:09 -53 -63 319
12 2021-06-12 No TS 10:21:27 - 10:33:36 -113 -123 216
13 2021-06-13 No TS 10:24:19 - 10:34:46 91 81 268
14 2021-06-20 No TS 10:31:20 - 10:39:59 76 66 276
15 2021-06-23 No TN 04:05:47 - 04:11:27 -89 -98 253
16 2021-06-24 Yes TN 04:03:32 - 04:07:49 115 105 308
17 2021-06-28 Yes TS 10:11:22 - 10:24:24 -100 -109 347
18 2021-06-30 No TS 10:08:01 - 10:17:29 -103 -111 255
19 2021-06-30 No TN 04:23:36 - 04:28:06 -54 -63 95
20 2021-07-01 No TN 04:23:24 - 04:30:15 101 93 309
21 2021-07-02 Yes TN 04:33:27 - 04:42:43 -55 -63 356
22 2021-07-04 No TS 10:16:12 - 10:25:24 41 33 303
23 2021-07-08 No TS 09:02:04 - 09:12:09 125 117 190
24 2021-07-15 No TS 10:11:26 - 10:20:57 118 112 168
25 2021-07-16 No TN 04:02:13 - 04:23:28 -91 -97 29
26 2021-07-23 Yes TS 10:01:25 - 10:11:18 -57 -61 235
27 2021-09-26 No TS 23:32:13 - 23:42:05 -41 -32 62
28 2021-10-01 No TS 23:46:43 - 23:56:42 -102 -93 320
29 2021-10-02 No TS 23:36:32 - 23:42:48 100 110 19
30 2021-10-03 No TS 23:36:30 - 23:45:28 -57 -47 71
31 2021-10-10 No TS 00:00:11 - 00:19:47 89 99 16
Column titles are identical to those of Table A.1. `TN' refers to the TRAPPIST-North telescope
(IAU code Z53).
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Table A.3: Table of all observations made in 2022-2023.

Date Detected Telescope Observation time ϕS (°) ϕE (°) θS3 (°)
1 2022-05-26 Yes TS 09:13:37 - 09:52:37 102 92 312
2 2022-06-19 No TS 09:43:36 - 10:10:06 -52 -64 130
3 2022-07-03 Yes TS 10:02:30 - 10:37:21 -82 -94 141
4 2022-08-19 Yes TS 10:02:01 - 10:19:27 117 110 111
5 2022-08-20 No TS 08:27:26 - 08:38:49 -54 -60 207
6 2022-09-03 Yes TS 09:21:35 - 09:44:56 -78 -82 201
7 2022-09-04 No TS 05:02:55 - 09:20:00 124 120 263
8 2022-09-05 Yes TS 04:47:51 - 05:14:55 -71 -74 77
9 2022-09-14 No TN 02:20:08 - 02:30:52 -61 -63 262
10 2022-09-27 No TS 02:01:57 - 02:20:55 62 63 238
11 2022-11-23 Yes TN 18:32:20 - 18:45:06 -86 -75 280
12 2022-11-27 Yes TS 02:16:25 - 02:35:33 -130 -119 222
13 2022-11-27 No TN 23:33:10 - 23:45:12 51 62 353
14 2022-11-29 No TN 20:11:30 - 20:23:30 70 81 193
15 2022-12-21 No TN 21:03:02 - 21:14:29 -129 -118 254
16 2022-12-22 No TN 18:47:04 - 18:59:19 56 67 11
17 2022-12-23 No TN 18:47:11 - 18:59:26 -102 -90 63
18 2022-12-24 No TN 19:02:15 - 19:14:19 104 116 110
19 2023-01-06 No TS 00:56:58 - 01:19:57 76 87 219
20 2023-01-07 No TN 18:52:27 - 19:04:25 71 82 137
21 2023-01-14 No TN 19:05:44 - 19:17:37 56 67 142
22 2023-01-15 No TN 19:01:52 - 19:14:06 -101 -91 196
23 2023-01-16 No TN 18:52:15 - 19:04:39 101 111 254
Column titles are identical to those of Tables A.1 and A.2.
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Appendix B: Supplementary �gures 888
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Fig. B.1: Stacked images of all TRAPPIST viewing intervals presented in this work, cropped around Io
and having undergone the processing described in Sect. 2.2 of the main article. Images are orientated
with north upwards and west to the right. The direction towards the centre of Jupiter in the image is
indicated by a short cyan line. The short magenta line centred on Io indicates the apparent direction
of movement of Io in the image. The dashed blue ellipse represents the plane perpendicular to the local
magnetic �eld at Io according to an observer on Earth, and the blue line between the centre of Io and
the edge of this ellipse is the projection of the movement vector of Io in this plane. Green lines represent
detected jet-like structures. On 23 January 2015, Io was eclipsed by Jupiter, and hence not visible.

(a)

(b)

Fig. B.2: Comparison of Io in two cases with similar System III longitudes. Images are orientated with
north upwards and west to the right. The direction towards the centre of Jupiter in the image is indicated
by a short cyan line. The short magenta line centred on Io indicates the apparent direction of movement
of Io in the image. The dashed blue ellipse represents the plane perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld
at Io according to an observer on Earth, and the blue line between the centre of Io and the edge of this
ellipse is the projection of the movement vector of Io in this plane. Green lines represent detected jet-like
structures. Panel a: 6 December 2014 (θS3 = 271°). Panel b: 31 May 2021 (θS3 = 303°).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. B.3: Comparison of Io in two cases with similar Earth-Jupiter-Io phase angles. Images are orientated
with north upwards and west to the right. The direction towards the centre of Jupiter in the image is
indicated by a short cyan line. The short magenta line centred on Io indicates the apparent direction
of movement of Io in the image. The dashed blue ellipse represents the plane perpendicular to the local
magnetic �eld at Io according to an observer on Earth, and the blue line between the centre of Io and
the edge of this ellipse is the projection of the movement vector of Io in this plane. Green lines represent
detected jet-like structures. Panel a: 21 December 2014 (ϕE = 117°). Panel b: 8 July 2021 (ϕE = 117°).

(a)

(b)

Fig. B.4: Comparison of Io over an interval of one day. Images are orientated with north upwards and west
to the right. The direction towards the centre of Jupiter in the image is indicated by a short cyan line.
The short magenta line centred on Io indicates the apparent direction of movement of Io in the image.
The dashed blue ellipse represents the plane perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld at Io according
to an observer on Earth, and the blue line between the centre of Io and the edge of this ellipse is the
projection of the movement vector of Io in this plane. Green lines represent detected jet-like structures.
Panel a: 23 June 2021. Panel b: 24 June 2021.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. B.5: Comparison of Io in two cases with similar System III longitudes and Earth-Jupiter-Io phase
angles. Images are orientated with north upwards and west to the right. The direction towards the centre
of Jupiter in the image is indicated by a short cyan line. The short magenta line centred on Io indicates
the apparent direction of movement of Io in the image. The dashed blue ellipse represents the plane
perpendicular to the local magnetic �eld at Io according to an observer on Earth, and the blue line
between the centre of Io and the edge of this ellipse is the projection of the movement vector of Io in
this plane. Green lines represent detected jet-like structures. Panel a: 11 January 2015 (θS3 = 5°, ϕE =
68°). Panel b: 22 December 2022 (θS3 = 11°, ϕE = 67°).
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